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SUMMARY

In this paper, when a character and an attribute are point biserialy
correlated, feasibility of using the prior knowledge regarding proportion of
units in the population has been investigated for estimating the population
mean of the character of interest. Ratio, product and regression estimators
have been defined for this case and the expressions, mostly of first order
approximation, have been provided for their bias and MSE. Unbiased
estimators corresponding to these expressions have also been given.
Efficiency comparison among these estimators as well as with the sample
proportion have been made. Using unbiased estimators, corresponding to
various expressions of bias of these estimators, corresponding almost
unbiased or unbiased estimators have also been defined using Hartley-Ross
[1] technique. Deviating from the usual way of defining the regression
estimator, it is defined in somewhat different manner.

Key words : Attribute, Biserial correlation. Ratio estimator. Product
estimator. Regression estimator.

1. Introduction

Prior knowledge about population mean alongwith coefficient of variation
of the population of an auxiliary variable is known to be very useful particularly
when the ratio, product and regression estimators are used for estimation of
population mean of a variable of interest. However, the fact that the known
population proportion of an attribute also provides similar type of information
has not drawn as much attention. In fact, such prior knowledge can also be
very useful when a relation between the presence (or absence) of an attribute
and the value of a variable, known as point biserial correlation, is observed.
Relationship between height and sex in human being, milk production or fat
content in milk and breed in cows etc. are some of the examples where such
biserial correlation can be traced. Therefore, when such relationship is evident
and tlie population proportion of the attribute involved is known, such
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iufomiation can also be exploited for estimating tlie mean by using ratio, product
and regression estimator.

Let Y be the character of interest and X be the auxiUaiy attribute. Let
there be complete dichotomy in the population with respect to the possession
or otherwise of X. Let Yand X be the variables representing Yand X respectively
such tiiat corresponding to the ith unit of tlie population, / = 1, 2, . . ., N
and N being the size of the population, they take values Y; and X; respectively.
Furtlier, let X. = 1 if the ith unit of the population possesses X and X; = 0,
otherwise. Let a sample of size n be drawn from tliis population using a simple
random sampling without replacement (SRSWOR) sampling procedure. Let Z
and z be tlie population mean and sample mean respectively of variable Z;
Z = Y and X. Let A and 'a' be the proportions of units in the population
and sample respectively, which possess X. Let the value of A be assumed to
be known. It is easy to check tliat X = A and x = a. It may also be noted
that when A is known Var (X) = A(l-A) is also known.

2. The Ralio Estimator

_ Analogous to the usual ratio estimator of Y, define^for the case in which
X is known, in tlie present case the ratio estimator of Y can also be defined
as

e<v), = y-7 ..(2.1)

Furtlier, following Murtliy (1967), as tlie sample mean and tlie sample
proportion are unbiased estimators of population mean and population
proportion respectively, tlie first order approximate expressions of bias and mean
square error (MSE) of this estimator can be given as follows :
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where 0 = (N-n)/(nN), S; = NVar (X)/(N - 1) - NA (1 - A)/(N - 1)

Sjy = NCov (Y, X)/(N - 1) = N(U - YA)/(N - 1) and

U is the population mean of tlie variable U such tliat with respect to the itli
unit of the population its value is defined as follows.

if

I.e.

Ui =
Y;,if the ith unit possesses X
0, otherwise

3. Comparison oft with y

From the preceding section, it follows tliat

Var(>0 > MSE(e(y)r)i

Cov G^.a) X
Var (a) 2 A

Pv« >
CV(a)

y" 2CV(y)

..(3.1)

...(3.2)

where CV(a) and CV(y) are the coefficients of variation of a and y respectively
and p-^ is the coefficient of correlation between y and a in their bivariate
sampling distribution and is nothing but the coefficient of point biserial
correlation between Y and X because = Pyx-

Further, it can be seen that the inequality (3.1) is same as the inequality
given below.

I.e.

Cov (Y. X) X
Var (X) 2A

...(3.3)

2U-Y(1+A)>0 ...(3.4)

Therefore it can be said that, under SRSWOR, upto first order of
approximation, e (y\ is more efficient than y if the point biserial correlation
coefficient between the variable under study and the auxiliary attribute is
positive and the inequality (3.4) holds.
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For testing the condition (3.4) on the basis of samjjle, the corresponding
unbiased estimator can be given by (3.5).

2u - y (1 + A) > 0

where u is the sample mean of variable U.

...(3.5)

4. Unbiased estimators correspondingjo the expressions
ofbias and MSBoft (Y)r

If Sy and sj are the sample mean squares defined for Y and Xrespectively
and if Sj^ = n(u-ya)/(n -1) then it can be seen that corresponding to the
expressions of first order approximate bias of e (Y)|. as given in (2.3) and (2.4),

two different unbiased estimators can be obtained as follows :

Let

and

where

(b(e(Y),),), =^ {s|-As,y}

(b(e(Y),V2 =^ NA (u - y A)
(N-1)

_ (N - n) s^
e(YO = y - -

nN

(N - n) s^e(YU).yu-^^

E " y"
i= 1

(11-1)

...(4.1)

...(4.2)

...(4.3)

...(4.4)

...(4.5)

are unbiased estimators of Y and Y U, it can easily be seen that tlie estimator
given in (4.6) is an unbiased estimator of the first order approxmiate MSE of
e (Y)r as given by (2.7).

_

MSE(e(Y),), = 0 s5 +e(Y^)4-
A

2(e(YU) - e(Y^)A)
A

...(4.6)

Moreover, using the unbiased estimators of expression of bias of
e(Y)_. ahnost unbiased ratio tyjie estimators, which are obtained using
Hartley-Ross technique, can be obtained as follows :

(e(nur)i = e(n - (b(e(n)i)i
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It can easily be shown tiiat the expression of first order approximate
variance of tlie estimators defined in (4.7) are saine as tlie expression of first
order approximate MSE of e (y)^-

5. Eslimalion with product estimator

Following the discussions in the sections 2, 3 and 4, the definition of
the product estimator and its corresponding results, under SRSWOR, are straight
forward and are summerised below :

I.e.

(a) The Estimator:

(b) The Bias:

e(Y)p =y;^

B(e(Y)p) =9^

- 0
n (U - Y A)

(N-l)A

(c) The first order approximate MSE:

MSE(e(Y)p), - e

= 0

2YS

A

2N("U-YA)
(N-l)A

(d) Conditions under it is more efficient than y :

CovG^.a) Y

Var(a) 2A

Py« <-
CV(a)

2CV (Y)

Or alternatively 2U + Y (1 - 3A) < 0

such that E [2u + y (1 - 3A) ] = 2U + Y (1 - 3A)

Thus the product estimator is more efficient than y if the biserial correlation
between y and AT is negative and the condition (5.8) satisfied.

Note : U may be noted that a product estimator corresponding to a ratio
estimator e (Y)_. can also be constructed as e (Y)^ == ya'/A' with a' = 1 - a
and A' = 1 - A.

...(5.1)

...(5.2)

...(5.3)

...(5.4)

...(5.5)

...(5.6)

...(5.7)

...(5.8)
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(e) Unbiased estimators of tlie first order approximate MSE, bias :

S?
MSE(e(Y)|A » e 4+e(Y=)4 +lMm^=<V)A)

A A

(b(e(Yy), =0^

...(5.9)

...(5.10)

..(5.11)

(f) Unbiased product estimator having same efficiency as e (Y) :

(e(Y)„p)i = e(Y)p-(b(e(Y)p))i ...(5.12)

6. Estimation with regression estimator

Like the cases of estimation with tlie ratio and the product estimators,
tlie case of estimation witli tlie regression estimator can also be considered.
A regression estimator and corresponding properties of it, under SRSWOR, are
presented below :

(g)TheEstimator: e (Y)i^ = y + e (|3) (A- a)

where e (P) = (ii- y A)/(A (1 - A))

(h) The Bias: B(e (Y),,) = _ ^0^(5, a)
1 A A Pi.)

^ly _ ^
= 0

A

U-YA
= 8'

1-A i

where 0' = (N- n)/(n (N- 1)) and Si„ = NU (1 - A)/(u - 1)

(i) The first order approximate MSE ;

MSE(e(Y),,), = 0
o2

MSE(e(Y),,), = 0 - N(lf+ Y^A^-2Y^A)
(N-l)A(l-A)

...(6.1)

...(6.2)

...(6.3)

...(6.4)

...(6.5)

...(6.6)
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(j) Unbiased estimators of bias and first order approximate MSB :

b(e(Y),,)i = 0

MSE(e(Y),,), = 0

^ly _
1 -A

b(e(YU =e'^^-|
2 N(e(I?) + e(Y^)A^-2e(Y)A)
y (N-l)A(l-A)

(k) Unbiased estimators witli same efficiency as e (Y)jj. :

(e(Y),i,)i - e(Y)j, - b(e(Y),,)i, i = 1,2

...(6.7)

...(6.8)

...(6.9)

..(6.10)

Note : So far as first order approximation is concerned, it can be easily
verified tliatthe regression estimators considered here are always more efficient
than y, e (Y)_., and e (Y)p.

7. Empirical Study

For empirical study consider the problem of estimation of (I) Mean
agricultural areaand(II) Mean number of livestock in thepopulation of villages.
The population is consisted of 364 villages divided into two groups of small
and large villages. It is known that tliere are 161 large villages and 203 small
villages so that A = 0.4423 and A' = 0.5577. For sake of computation of
MSE/variance of the estimators undercomparison, important parameters of the
population for tlie two cases, summarized from Sukhatme et al. (1984), page
no. 201, are as follows:

Case - (I): Y = 520.4, = 247571.14, U - 384.5212

Case-(II) : Y = 151.9, ^y = 25091.934,

Table 1.

U = 110.6393

Estimator
[MSE/Variance]/0

case -1 case - n

y • 247571.14 25091.934

e(Y)^ = y A/a 225780.51 24336.633

e(Y)p = yaVA' 174097.64 19705.347

150725.34 17415.928
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From the above table it can be observed that, up to the first order
approximaUon, all the estimators using prior knowledge about Uie number
(proportion) of large viUages in the population are more efficient than >> and
the empirical results are in confomiity with the theoretical results.
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